
KN110, KN150, KN200
Mobile safety shower & eyewash (insulated and jacket)

The MB 28 mobile Emergency Safety Station with body shower or drench shower 
including eyewash or facewash. It is easy to transport on wheels, with stainless steel 
tank and frame. The system is under air pressure and guarantees a long-lasting good 
spraying pattern. The cylinder tank is made of stainless steel (including sign). The 
cylinder is covered with a HDPE jacket and is insulated and in this way the unit has 
protection against solar energy.

The body shower has a special shower head (spray angle 60° and gives rotation 
to the water) for an effective and efficient flushing. The eyewash is made of ABS 
bowl and hinged lid (including sign). The lid is at the same time the operation of the 
eyewash (pull forward and the water starts flushing). When the lid is pushed back 
and closed the eyewash automatically stops. Because of this hinged lid the eyewash 
remains clean and hygienic. The eyewash is equipped with diffusers (optional supp-
lemented with black rubber eye cups). These diffusers give a gentle aerated soft 
spray pattern which feels pleasant for your eyes. A drain is present on the bowl. The 
standard flush time of the eyewash is 12,5 minutes, depending on different shower 
heads the flushing duration can be made longer.

The operation of the body shower is operated by the operation handle / lever. The 
standard spray time of the body shower is 4 minutes, depending on different shower 
heads the duration can be made longer. The unit is equipped with eyewash. As an 
optional fitting an extra hand held eyewash can be added to the unit with one or two 
spray heads/ diffusers. The eyewash heads has dust covers on the diffusers optional 
supplemented with black rubber eye cups with hinged dust covers (including sign). 
The diffusers gives a gentle aerated soft spray pattern which feels pleasant for your 
eyes.

OPTIONAL FITTINGS

Heater frost protection possibility, towing hitch, hand-held eyewash, double (two) 

diffusers, black rubber eye cup with hinged dust cover.

DIMENSIONS AND TANK DETAILS

Model no.:  KN110 Width:  765 mm

Tank size:  120L Height:  2250 mm

Weight:  70 kg (empty) Depth:  1550 mm

(weight is without optional fittings and water)

Model no.:  KN150 Width:  765 mm

Tank size:  150L Height:  2250 mm

Weight:  85 kg (empty) Depth:  1550 mm

(weight is without optional fittings and water)

Model no.:  KN200 Width:  785 mm

Tank size:  200L Height:  2250 mm

Weight:  100 kg (empty) Depth:  1550 mm

(weight is without optional fittings and water)
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Manufactured in accordance to ANSI Norm Z358.1-
latest edition and SS-EN 15154-1 & 2:latest edition. 


